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The teenager inside you ! 

1. What kind of teenager did you use to be ? 

I was quite introverted. I was very much occupied with making art or reading books, rather 

than playing football or doing other teenage things like the folks in school. A part of me 

regrets this.  

What kind of music you used to listen then ? Have your music tastes changed ? 

I was listening a lot to (introverted) pop music like Talk Talk for example. I still like them. To my 

shame I was also listening to Genesis or Duran Duran. My taste in music changed very much, I 

became more open to all sorts of music: Techno, classical music, alternative, experimental, 

hard rock, Gothic, Country. But I still listen to Talk Talk sometimes. 

2. What kind of reader were you ? What was your favorite spot/place to read a book ? 

I was reading a lot fantastic literature. Jules Verne, Edgar Allan Poe and Ray Bradbury. I am 

still a fan of Bradbury and had the opportunity last year to illustrate my favorite book of his. 

My favorite spot… hmmm … in bed, I guess. 

3. What or who made you a book lover when you were a teenager ? 

I was reading a lot since I was able to, so nobody really had to start that fire. There was a 

library in my hometown that was quite important for me and of course my English teacher 

Rudi Holzapfel, who showed me a deeper understanding of literature, Hemingway for 

example. 

4. Which novel or comics did you love to read back then ? 

I loved reading Asterix, later on I read Batman at a friends house (my parents did not like 

superhero comics) and ghost stories 



5. Did you hate a book you studied in school ? Which one ? 

Günter Grass „Die Blechtrommel“. I thought it was using too many words to say nothing. I  

think I was to young to understand it and would have to read it again, but do not want to. 

If… 

If you were… a music or a song  : A sad country song about a lonesome cowboy on the 
highway (to hell) 

If you were… a hero (or a villain !) : Batman.  

If you were… a myth  :  I would love to be Ganesha, the hindu god of wisdom and art and 
literature. My nose comes quite close to that. 

If you were given the possibility to rewrite a novel (give it a different ending, change the path 
of a character) :  I would let Captain Nemo and his ship and crew survive the end, because I 
like them much more than the boring, so called positive heroes of the story.


